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ECV Raven

The ECV Raven is an Elysian roleplaying plot run by GM club24 that will have everyday citizens of Elysia
thrust into a world of adventure and mystery, following the clues left behind by the Ancients their mission
is to discover the secret to the old civilisation. The civilian team will be aboard a decommissioned El-
E1-1a Concordia-class Scout with its weapons removed/disabled and militaristic use limited for use by
non-military personnel acting purely as their private travel method and mobile home.

Status: ECV Raven is currently closed and not accepting new players at this time

Current Thread: Here

Plot Overview

The ECV Raven is a civilian vessel operating under the direct order of senator Barachiel Valeria through
contact with officer Icarus Asellio to explore the recent emergence of the Ancients. A long-forgotten
civilisation of unknown origin that left behind many traces of their old world including hidden structures,
ships and technology around Elysian space many of which still hold secrets of the past. While it may be
funded by the Senate and captained by an officer, the Raven is tasked with tracking down any and all
information regarding the Ancients and is to reclaim artifacts whenever possible and reports directly to
Barachiel alone with no official involvement by the senate.

A plot for people who are interested in a less combat intensive plot with a knack for ending up in strange
places, and those who enjoy the tomb raider style of action and puzzle solving.

Rules and Pacing

Age Requirement: 16
Format: Play-by-Post/ Joint Posts
Pacing: posting speed adapts to players

Crew Roster
Character Player Notes Image

Icarus Asellio club24 Captain
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Character Player Notes Image

Alexia Asellio club24 Surface team

Sofiel Castien SirSkully Surface team
Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles IQ Surface team

Asclepius Aetius Sageshooter Surface Team
Venetian Gray Darkborn Surface Team

About The GM

club24 Has been on SARP for two years and run several plots with varying sucess in his time, in addition
he manages the Kingdom of Neshaten faction and the Galactic Horizon company. For fastest and most
direct contact add me on discord at club24#3844

Rating

Language-Sexuality-Violence

2-1-1

History

Mission 1: Catching the Scent

The first crew of the ECV Raven was tasked with exploring an ancient vessal buried beneath Elysia
Novus, after breaching the old vessal several members fled. After reaching the first commons area the
remaining team was attacked by a creature of unknown origin and attempted to flee to the engineering
bay to restart the engines. This thread was never completed due to problems with players leaving and
spanning a year, it is presumed the team managed to escape the ship and lived to tell the tale.

Current Mission: Land of Silence

OOC Information

This page was originally created by club24 on 02/13/2018

OOC
Last Checked 2023/02/23
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